South Split Project Management
Date:

Tuesday, March 11, 2014

Time:

4:00‐4:50 PM

Moderator:

Roland Fegan, INDOT

Speakers and Participants:
Roland Fegan, INDOT
Mike Wilmot, INDOT
This session will discuss the efforts made to keep key I‐65 / I‐70 South Split project
personnel involved on a daily basis on this fast track project and the methods used to reach
timely solutions for construction and design related issues. Strategies used for tracking and
resolving all Contractor RFIs without delaying the critical path will also be presented.
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February 22, 2013. The accident that closed I‐65 over the weekend.
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February 22, 2013. The accident that closed I‐65 over the weekend.
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Beam cracked in two places
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Beam cracked in two places
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Pavement Section
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A group from Central Office and the Greenfield District traveled to Illinois to get their
perspective of CRC paving. Special thanks to Rick Coronado, Resident Engineer for the I‐
57/I‐64 project. In addition, thanks to Illinois DOT for taking time to meet with us to share
their insights.
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Paving is similar in Illinois as it is in Indiana.
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This was new – Transverse bar assemblies and longitudinal steel. Note laps are staggered
in the longitudinal steel. We revised our Transverse Bar Assembly Specification
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Normally we see D‐1 Joints here
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Construction Joint
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We revised our Transverse Bar Assembly Specification
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First challenge – schedule
Normally have 6‐8 Weeks from letting to Pre‐Construction Meeting
Required advance review of plans
Tight timetable to work through questions
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This is what is typical on job
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Cement stablilization
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Geotextile/Modified #53 on Cement stablilization
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HMA Base with White curing compound sprayed to control temperatures.
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HMA Base with White curing compound sprayed to control temperatures.
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Placement of lugs
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Placement of lugs
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Cement Stabilization was too hard for an excavator to dig. Used cutter to cut each side of
lug trench.
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Transverse bar assemblies to speed up placement of steel.
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HMA base to give a smooth platform for the pavement/Reinforcing steel for CRCP
Due to the timeframe, the contractor used string line for the first section.
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Tight tolerances on slip form paver gave the contractor problems on the first day.
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First try for expansion joint
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From this perspective, it looks the same
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Day before opening
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